BlackBox
GPS
Managing your fleet got easier™
Small business owners have an endless list of things to manage. Our BlackBox GPS team works hard to
minimize that stress for you. Fleet managers can significantly improve performance by using telematics to
track and monitor their assets and allowing direct communication with your mobile workforce.
By combining our online, easy-to-use GPS fleet and asset tracking application with a range of robust devices,
BlackBox GPS solutions deliver real-time visibility of your mobile assets - resulting in better communication,
improved productivity, reduction of unauthorized use, and increased recovery of stolen assets.
With access to critical data from a desktop, mobile device or through your own application, we provide
fleet managers with all the tracking information needed to facilitate effective management of your fixed
and mobile assets.

TYPICAL PAYBACK IN 2-6 MONTHS
REDUCE
FUEL COSTS

10% ormore

REDUCE
OVERTIME BY

50% ormore

REDUCE TRAFFIC
INCIDENTS BY

50% ormore

Improve Productivity
and Customer Service

Know where your drivers are and communicate
directly with them to effectively meet service level
agreements using our dependable solution that lets
dispatchers optimize routes and send turn-by-turn
directions either by email or to a Garmin® unit.

Reduce Fuel Costs

Better manage fuel budgets by reducing miles driven,
speed and idle time. Studies have shown that one
hour of idle time wastes the equivalent of fuel used
while driving 55 miles per hour for 25 miles.

Reduce Maintenance Costs

Track mileage, elapsed time or engine hours to know
precisely when vehicles are due for maintenance.
Monitor hard braking and hard acceleration to help
reduce wear and tear on the vehicles.

SERVICE MORE
CUSTOMERS PER DAY BY

30% ormore

Reduce Labor Costs
With access to near real-time data, you can monitor
driver activity such as daily departure times, validate
time cards and billing, monitor idle times and endof-day signals.

Protect Valuable Assets
Guard against theft, misplacement and
unauthorized use of expensive equipment or vehicles
and locate assets should they be stolen.

Reduce Risk, Improve Safety
Nearly 90% of road accidents are caused by human
error according to the International Organization
for Road Accident Prevention. With access to near
real-time data, receive alerts about aggressive
driving and speeding and note real-time traffic and
weather conditions. Use the data to establish safety
standards and policies that reduce driver errors.
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BlackBox GPS

Fleet Management Solutions

Our team pulls together the best resources available in the U.S. GPS tracking marketplace to offer a
broad range of GPS based asset tracking devices, extensive cellular coverage and the latest mapping
features in a no-nonsense, easy-to-use tracking system.

User training – online demos and
searchable web manuals
Dashboard view of asset and vehicle
data that can be sorted by key
performance indicators
Utilizes Google Maps™ for
comprehensive mapping features
Real-time alerts to isolate driving
behaviors and idling conditions
Real-time weather and traffic conditions
for each vehicle location
User/Group access and other
Management controls
User-configurable reporting
Analytics for intelligent decision making
Access your data from anywhere through
our secure standards based API
Plan and optimize your delivery route and
upload it to a connected Garmin® PND
And much more...
We proactively monitor the state and utilization of devices for you and we take care of firmware and
software updates so you can concentrate on managing your ﬂeet. Select BlackBox GPS™ Live, BlackBox
GPS™ Fleet Manager or BlackBox GPS™ Fleet Manager Pro to meet your individualized needs.
According to a survey performed by the Aberdeen Group, GPS vehicle tracking systems have helped
companies reduce fuel costs by 13.2% on average, and when implementing fleet tracking, companies
often realize a 23% increase in the total number of service calls completed per day per technician.

Water Resistant

Trailer Tracking

Flexible and Affordable

Garmin® Integration
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